SECURE YOUR HARVEST®

Wireless connectivity between you and your farm - wherever you are.
The award-winning BIN-SENSE® system was designed with you in mind. Whether your grain bins are steps from your front door, or thousands of miles away, BIN-SENSE® keeps you connected to your grain storage. The easy-to-use monitoring system keeps costs low and yields high.

**BIN-SENSE® LIVE**

The best babysitter you’ll ever have - for only pennies per bushel.

**HOW DOES IT WORK?**

The BIN-SENSE® LIVE system delivers hourly grain storage information to your mobile or desktop device. It allows you to turn on your fans remotely, so you can relax knowing your grain temperature and moisture values are properly monitored.

**FEATUREING:**
- No power requirement
- Solar & Battery Powered
- Control fans remotely from website or app
- Compatible with most existing installed cables
- Temperature and/or moisture sensing
- Hourly grain temperature and moisture readings
- Custom text or email alerts
- Grain level indicator
- Free software upgrades
- Desktop, Apple (iOS) and Google (Android) compatible

**BIN-SENSE® MONITORING CABLES**

Monitoring your grain, so you don’t have to.

**HOW DO THEY WORK?**

BIN-SENSE® Monitoring Cables sense both the temperature and moisture of the stored grain and report it via the BIN-SENSE® app or website.

**FEATUREING:**
- Designed for a variety of storage containers including flat bottom, hopper bottom, and elevators
- Innovative swivel-head design
- Centering flange for easy, accurate alignment
- Available in standard, premium and industrial strength
- Roof bracket options available for additional support

**BIN-SENSE® FAN CONTROLLER**

Control your fans at the touch of a button...from your couch!

**HOW DOES IT WORK?**

BIN-SENSE® Fan Controller connects your aeration fans through your BIN-SENSE® LIVE system allowing fans to be controlled remotely from your mobile or desktop device.

**FEATUREING:**
- Turn bin fans on or off, or create a timer from your mobile or desktop device
- Relative humidity sensor monitors intake at fan
- Compatible with all single and three-phase certified aeration fans
- Automatic shut off option for vibration

**BIN-SENSE® DIRECT**

Instantly transform your smartphone or tablet into a handheld monitor.

**HOW DOES IT WORK?**

BIN-SENSE® DIRECT is an on-site handheld grain monitoring reader. Simply plug the reader into your bin cables and connect to your smartphone via Bluetooth, giving you a touch screen view of your stored grain.

**FEATUREING:**
- No power requirements
- Compatible with most existing installed cables
- Temperature and/or moisture sensing
- Share data across multiple devices
- Apple (iOS) and Google (Android) compatible
- Upgradeable to BIN-SENSE® LIVE at any time
- Free software upgrades
- Desktop, Apple (iOS) and Google (Android) compatible
“After suffering financial loss from grain spoilage, our farm invested in BIN-SENSE® LIVE.

Within the first month of having our system up and running, BIN-SENSE® caught a canola bin that had a hot spot right in the middle, which we couldn’t have caught using an old thermometer. Simply put, BIN-SENSE® has saved our farm money and we expect this trend to continue.”

Roy, Penzance, SK

BIN-SENSE® is proudly developed, designed, and manufactured by IntraGrain Technologies Inc. in Regina, Saskatchewan. IntraGrain’s founder, Kyle Folk, grew up in a small farming community in Saskatchewan and understands the importance of staying connected to the farm.

After witnessing a financial loss on the family farm due to spoilage, he began searching for a better, more convenient way to monitor stored grain. With the help of engineers in Saskatchewan, BIN-SENSE® was developed and IntraGrain continues to grow and help more farmers retain the quality of their stored grain.

To learn more about IntraGrain and its family of products, visit www.intragrain.com.